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As autumn brings cooler temperatures, it also signals the arrival 
of another seasonal display – falling leaves!

While Take Care of Texas encourages you to plant shade 
trees to help lower your utility bills in the summer, 
these deciduous trees lose their leaves in the fall.  
Instead of raking and bagging them, where they 
will head to a landfill, put them back into your 
lawns and gardens as a valuable source of mulch 
and fertilizer.

Leaves contain 50 to 80 percent of 
the nutrients a plant extracts from 
the soil and air during the season.  
Grass clippings, leaves, and other 
yard debris make up 20 percent of 
the trash sent to landfills each year.  It 
costs Texans over $250 million a year to 
collect and dispose of this waste.

There are four basic ways to 
manage  l e a ve s  and  u s e  th em 
in landscaping:

Mowing:  a light covering of leaves can 
be mowed, simply leaving the shredded 
leaves in place on the lawn.  This technique is 
most effective when a mulching mower is used.

Take Care of Texas by
Managing Your Leaves

Mulching:  a lawn mower with 
a bagging attachment provides a 

fast and easy way to shred and collect the 
leaves.  Apply a three to four inch layer of 
shredded leaves around the base of trees 
and shrubs.  A two to three inch mulch of 
shredded leaves is ideal for flowerbeds.  For 
vegetable gardens, a thick layer of leaves 

placed between the rows functions as a mulch 
and an all-weather walkway that will allow 

you to work in your garden during wet periods.
Composting:  in addition to leaves, other yard 

wastes such as grass clippings, pine needles, weeds, and 
small prunings can be composted.  Compost can serve as 

a soil conditioner that nourishes your yard and reduces 
the need for outdoor watering up to 60 percent.

Soil improvement: leaves may be collected and 
worked directly into garden and flowerbed soils.  A 
six to eight inch layer of leaves tilled into a heavy, 
clay soil will improve aeration and drainage.  The 
same amount tilled into a light, sandy soil, will 
improve water and nutrient holding capacity.
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS
EMERGENCY ...............................................................911
Fire ...................................................................................... 911
Ambulance .......................................................................... 911
Round Rock Police (Non Emergency) .................512-218-5515
Georgetown Police (Non Emergency) ..................512-390-3510
Travis County Animal Control ............................512-972-6060
Round Rock Animal Control ..............................512-218-5500
Georgetown Animal Control ...............................512-930-3592

SCHOOLS
Round Rock ISD ................................................512-464-5000
Teravista Elementary School ................................512-704-0500
Hopewell Middle School .....................................512-464-5200
Stony Point High School .....................................512-428-7000
Georgetown ISD .................................................512-943-5000
Carver Elementary School ...................................512-943-5070
Pickett Elementary School ...................................512-943-5050
Tippit Middle School ..........................................512-943-5040
Georgetown High School ....................................512-943-5100

UTILITIES
Atmos Energy ...................................................1-888-286-6700
TXU Energy ....................................................1-800-818-6132
AT&T
 New Service ..................................................1-800-464-7928
 Repair ...........................................................1-800-246-8464
 Billing ...........................................................1-800-858-7928
Time Warner Cable
 Customer Service .............................................512-485-5555
 Repairs.............................................................512-485-5080

OTHER NUMBERS
City of Round Rock ............................................512-218-5400
Round Rock Community Library .......................512-218-7000
Round Rock Parks and Recreation ......................512-218-5540
City of Georgetown .............................................512-930-3652
Georgetown Public Library .................................512-930-3551
Georgetown Municipal Airport ...........................512-930-3666
Georgetown Parks and Recreation .......................512-930-3595
Teravista Golf and Ranch House .........................512-651-9850
Teravista Residents Club .....................................512-310-7421

NEWSLETTER PUBLISHER
Peel, Inc. .............................................................512-263-9181
Article Submissions ................................. teravista@peelinc.com
Advertising ..........................................advertising@peelinc.com

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

German cockroaches are 
most commonly found within 
homes and commercial food 
establishments, usually in 
the kitchen.  The adults are 
about ½ inch long, tan and 
have two dark stripes above 
the head.  The females will 
carry the egg case protruding 
from the abdomen until the 
day before hatching.  The nymphs, or baby cockroaches, look similar 
to the adults, but are smaller and without fully developed wings.

German cockroaches may enter buildings through infested boxes, 
grocery bags, furniture and dried pet food.  They may also enter 
around loose-fitting doors and windows as wells as through sewer 
lines, attics, and where pipes penetrate the structure.  Cockroaches 
are associated with filth, but even well-maintained structures can 
become infested.

German cockroaches are active at night, and are usually only 
visible during the day if they are disturbed or there is a severe 
infestation.  They like to rest in tight, dark spaces such as under or 
inside cupboards, behind loose baseboards or in bathrooms.  They are 
omnivores, feeding plant and animal products such as meats, starchy 
foods, baked goods, leather, book bindings and wallpaper paste.

Inspection is important to any cockroach control program.  
Identify the type of cockroach and their location. Eliminate indoor 
hiding places such as paper or cardboard.  Sticky traps can help to 
reduce cockroach populations without the use of chemical.  Place 
traps against walls near cockroach feeding and hiding areas.

Some type of chemical control will be needed to eliminate 
cockroach infestations.  Baits are a combination of toxicants and 
food attractant.  Baits should be placed in areas where cockroaches 
are known to feed.  Residual sprays are available in ready-to-use 
containers or concentrates that are mixed with water.  Sprays are 
fast and easy to apply.  Dust treatments should be used in cracks 
and crevices, wall voids, under refrigerators or around pipes.  Dusts 
should be applied in a light, even coat that is barely visible.  Do not 
apply dust or residual sprays to areas that have bait.

For more information or help with identification, contact Wizzie 
Brown, Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service Program Specialist 
at 512.854.9600.

The information given herein is for educational purposes only.  Reference 
to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding 
that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement by Texas A&M 

AgriLife Extension Service or the Texas A&M AgriLife Research is implied. 
Extension programs serve people of all ages regardless of race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin, age, disability, genetic information or veteran status.

GERMAN
COCKROACHES
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Explore this year’s theme:  (in)visible 
“engaging stories, inspiring performances, and intriguing presentations” 

Facebook: TEDxYouthAustin | Twitter: @TEDxYouthAustin | Youtube: http://goo.gl.kwzQPi 

TEDxYouth is an annual forum created to bring youths 
into the TEDx movement.  A group of youth speakers, 
adult speakers and performers will come together to 
share their “ideas worth spreading.” 

When: February 14, 2015 
Where: Westlake High school 

Registration: FREE. Register Now!
Find Out More: www.tedxyouthaustin.com

High School and Middle School Youth  
are invited to TEDxYouthAustin 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(in)visible
Hidden meaning discovered. Risk and faith intertwined. The power of fresh light. The courage of a declaration. The safety 
of anonymity when breaking new ground.

Welcome to (in)visible.

Our 2015 experience will celebrate what it means to make the invisible visible (… or not) as we strive to design a unique 
environment where brave ideas transform from timid whispers in the back of one mind to inspiring roars in the minds of 
many. Where important issues are exposed and preconceived notions thrown to the wayside. And exciting new connec-
tions become inevitable as we delve into the unknown of ourselves and the potential lying in wait all around us.

This is what (in)visible means to us in this moment, but what will it mean when our hard work has illuminated so much 
more? What will you discover? We can’t wait to dive in together on Feb 14th.             Nika Torabi, CPHS Ambassador

Paul & Jan Gillia 
Knowledge,  

Integrity, &  
Hard Work. 

512-388-5454 • pgillia@austin.rr.com
www.homeselect360.com

The Home Select Team Makes All the Difference! 

Do Not Pay 6% To Sell Your Home!
Our full service listings are now 4.5%. We get results!

Call or Email Before You List!

2014 Five Star Professional as seen in Texas Monthly Magazine

1 can pumpkin
1 can evaporated milk
1 cup brown sugar
2 eggs, beaten
1 t. salt ½ tsp. ginger
2 t. cinnamon
½ tsp. allspice
¼ tsp. cloves

Combine and mix well. Pour into pie 
crust. Bake at 425° for 15 minutes; 
then 350° for about 45 minutes.

Submit your recipes to
info@peelinc.com.

Recipe of the Month

Pumpkin Pie
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The Modern Game: The Slice Overhead

By USPTA/PTR Master Professional 
Fernando Velasco

TENNIS
TIPS

 Look in the next Newsletter for: “The Modern Game: The Forehand Baseline Drop Shot”

In previous newsletters, I offered tips on how to execute the 
basic strokes for players who are just beginning to play tennis or 
who want to resume playing.

I am now offering suggestions on how to play the “modern” 
game mostly geared towards players who are content with hitting 
the ball over the net and controlling the point with consistency.  
These players may already be playing for leagues or tournaments 
and are looking for more “weapons” on the court.

In this issue, I will offer instructions on how to execute “The 
Slice Overhead.” This shot is utilized when an opponent hits a 
lob that is both high and deep. The player will take the overhead 
and hit it slightly on the side of the ball forcing the opponent 
off the court.

In the illustrations, Chaitanya Aduru, one of the top players at 
the Grey Rock Tennis Academy, shows the proper technique to 
execute this stroke. Chaitanya is coached by the Director of the 
Tennis Academy, Darin Pleasant.  

 Step 1: The Back Swing:   When Chaitanya sees the opportunity, 

he makes a quick turn of his upper body and takes the racket high 
and back.  The head of the racket is now at shoulder height, his 
shoulders are turned, and his eyes are focused on the ball. His 
right wrist is “laid back” to allow maximum for point of contact.

Step 2:  The Point of Contact:  The success of a slice overhead 
shot is in keeping the ball on the strings of the racket as long as 
possible outside of the ball.  Chaitanya started the swing high 
and is allowing the head of the racket to be fully extended.  His 
left shoulder is almost opening and his weight is moving through 
the shot. 

Step 3: The Follow Through: In order to attain maximum 
control and power, Chaitanya is wrapping the racket around his 
body.  He has “snapped” his right wrist and has the head of the 
racket facing down. His weight is going forward. 

Step 4: The Ready Position:  If Chaitanya’s overhead is successful 
but was not a winner, he now gets ready for the next shot, which 
probably would be a volley.
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NOT AVAILABLE ONLINE

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of 
their authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its 
employees. Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in 
articles submitted by others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for 
the advertising content with this publication. All warranties and representations 
made in the advertising content are solely that of the advertiser and any such 
claims regarding its content should be taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints 
or failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of 
such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher 
assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes, 
except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of 
misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other 
liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner, 
except as limited to liabilities stated above.

The Voice is a private publication published by Peel, Inc. It is not sanctioned by 
any homeowners association or organization, nor is it subject to the approval of 
any homeowners association or organization, nor is it intended, nor implied to 
replace any publication that may be published by or on behalf of any homeowners 
association or organization. At no time will any source be allowed to use The 
Voice contents, or loan said contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor 
in any media, website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the 
purpose of solicitation, commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, 
or other self amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed 
permission from Peel, Inc. The information in the newsletter is exclusively for 
the private use of Peel, Inc. 
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